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Abstract
Manually optimizing the tradeoffs between accuracy, performance and energy for resource-intensive applications with
flexible accuracy or precision requirements is extremely difficult. We present ApproxTuner, an automatic framework for
accuracy-aware optimization of tensor-based applications
while requiring only high-level end-to-end quality specifications. ApproxTuner implements and manages approximations in algorithms, system software, and hardware.
The key contribution in ApproxTuner is a novel threephase approach to approximation-tuning that consists of development-time, install-time, and run-time phases. Our approach decouples tuning of hardware-independent and hardware-specific approximations, thus providing retargetability
across devices. To enable efficient autotuning of approximation choices, we present a novel accuracy-aware tuning technique called predictive approximation-tuning, which
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significantly speeds up autotuning by analytically predicting
the accuracy impacts of approximations.
We evaluate ApproxTuner across 10 convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and a combined CNN and image processing benchmark. For the evaluated CNNs, using only
hardware-independent approximation choices we achieve a
mean speedup of 2.1x (max 2.7x) on a GPU, and 1.3x mean
speedup (max 1.9x) on the CPU, while staying within 1 percentage point of inference accuracy loss. For two different
accuracy-prediction models, ApproxTuner speeds up tuning by 12.8x and 20.4x compared to conventional empirical
tuning while achieving comparable benefits.
CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Compilers.
Keywords: Approximate Computing, Compilers, Heterogeneous Systems, Deep Neural Networks
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Introduction

With the ubiquitous deployment of highly compute-intensive
machine-learning and big data processing workloads, optimizing these workloads is becoming increasingly important. A wide range of applications using these workloads
are being deployed on both the cloud and the edge, including image processing, object classification, speech recognition, and face recognition [8, 43, 46]. Many of these workloads are very computationally demanding which makes
it challenging to achieve the desired performance levels
on resource-constrained systems.
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Many modern machine learning and image-processing
applications are inherently “approximate” in the sense that
the input data are often collected from noisy sensors (e.g.,
image and audio streams) and output results are usually probabilistic (e.g., for object classification or facial recognition).
Such applications can trade off small amounts of result quality
(or accuracy) for improved performance and efficiency [60],
where result quality is an application-specific property such
as inference accuracy in a neural network or peak signal-tonoise ratio (PSNR) in an image-processing pipeline. Previous research has presented many individual domain-specific
and system-level techniques for trading accuracy for performance. For instance, reduced precision models are widespread in deep learning [3, 7, 14, 34, 45]. Recent specialized
accelerators incorporate hardware-specific approximations
that provide significant improvements in performance and
energy in exchange for relaxed accuracy [1, 2, 11, 29, 30, 48,
59]. Such techniques can provide a crucial strategy to achieve
the necessary performance and/or energy for emerging applications in edge computing.
In practice, a realistic application (e.g., a neural network or
a combination of an image processing pipeline and an image
classification network) can make use of multiple approximation techniques for different computations in the code, each
with its own parameters that must be tuned, to achieve the
best results. For example, our experiments show that for the
ResNet-18 network, which contains 22 tensor operations, the
best combination is to use three different approximations
with different parameter settings in different operations. A
major open challenge is how to automatically select, configure,
and tune the parameters for combinations of approximation
techniques, while meeting end-to-end requirements on energy,
performance, and accuracy.
To address this broad challenge, we need to solve several specific challenges. First, the variety of software and
hardware approximation choices, and the tuning knobs for
each of them, induce a large search space for accuracy-aware
optimization – up to 791 configurations in our benchmarks.
Second, efficiently searching such large spaces is made even
more difficult because individual “candidate configurations”
(sample points in the search space) can be expensive to measure on edge systems for estimating accuracy, performance
and energy. For example, measurement-based (aka, “empirical”) tuning for the ResNet50 neural network took 11 days on
a server-class machine. Third, the diversity of hardware compute units often used in edge-computing devices [63] yields
diverse hardware-specific approximation options with varying accuracy-performance tradeoffs. Moreover, optimizations in specialized hardware accelerators often create important opportunities for orders-of-magnitude improvements.
These hardware-specific tuning opportunities are critical,
but difficult to exploit without sacrificing software portability, which is crucial in some important domains, like mobile
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devices. Fourth, the best accuracy-performance-energy tradeoffs may vary significantly at run time, depending on system
load, battery level, or time-varying application requirements.
1.1 ApproxTuner System
We present ApproxTuner, an automatic framework for
accuracy-aware optimization of tensor-based applications
(an important subset of edge computing applications). It finds
application configurations that maximize speedup and/or energy savings of an application, subject to end-to-end quality
specifications. It addresses all of the challenges above, and is
the first and only system to handle all of them, as we discuss
in Section 9.
Tensor computations are widely used in machine learning
frameworks, and many important domains such as image
processing, scientific computing, and others [3, 31–33]. ApproxTuner focuses on tensor-based computations for two
reasons. First, limiting the system to these computations
enables algorithmic approximations specific to tensor operations (in addition to generic software and hardware approximations). Adding support for other classes of computations
can be done in a similar fashion, but is outside the scope of
this work. Second, many current and emerging hardware
accelerators focus on tensor computations [1, 2, 29, 30, 48],
enabling novel hardware-specific approximations for these
computations. ApproxTuner includes support for a novel experimental, analog-domain accelerator [59] that exemplifies
such approximation opportunities and associated challenges.
ApproxTuner tackles the last two challenges above — and
enables hardware-specific, yet portable, tuning and run-time
adaptation – by decomposing the optimization process into
three stages: development-time, install-time and run-time.
At development time, ApproxTuner selects hardware-independent approximations and creates a tradeoff curve that
contains the approximations with highest quality and performance ApproxTuner found during search. At install time,
the system refines this curve using hardware-specific optimizations and performance measurements. The final tradeoff
curve is included with the program binary. The program can
use the refined curve for the best static choices of approximations before the run, and it can further adapt these choices
using the same curves based on run-time conditions. Using the final tradeoff curve at run-time as well keeps the
overheads of run-time adaptation negligible.
ApproxTuner tackles the first two challenges – and enables efficient navigation of the large tradeoff space and efficient estimation of performance and quality by introducing
novel predictive approximation-tuning. Predictive approximation-tuning uses one-time error profiles of individual
approximations, together with error composition models
for tensor-based applications, to predict end-to-end application accuracy. ApproxTuner also facilitates distributed
approximation-tuning since the error profile collection can
happen at multiple client devices, while a centralized server
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can perform time-intensive autotuning. It makes installtime tuning (with hardware-specific approximations) feasible which would otherwise be prohibitively expensive on
a single resource-constrained edge device.
1.2 Contributions
In summary, our contributions are:
• A system that combines a wide range of existing hardware, software and algorithmic approximations, supports
diverse heterogeneous systems, and provides an easy-touse programming interface for accuracy-aware tuning.
Our results show that different kinds of approximations
and approximation knobs are best suited for different applications and also across sub-computations in the same
application.
• A novel three-phase accuracy-aware tuning technique that
provides performance portability, retargetability to compute units with hardware-specific approximation knobs,
and dynamic tuning. It splits tuning into: 1) construction
of tradeoff curves for hardware-independent approximations at development-time, 2) mapping to hardware-specific
approximations at install-time, and 3) a fast approximation
selection at runtime.
• A novel predictive approximation-tuning technique that
uses compositional models for accuracy prediction to speed
up both development-time and install-time tuning. For
two different accuracy-prediction models, our predictive
tuning strategy speeds up tuning by 12.8x and 20.4x compared to conventional empirical tuning while achieving
comparable benefits.
• Experimental evaluation for 11 benchmarks – 10 CNNs and
1 combined CNN + image processing benchmark – shows:
Hardware-independent Approximations. When using
only hardware-independent approximations, ApproxTuner
achieves geomean speedup of 2.1x and energy reduction of
2x on GPU, geomean speedup of 1.3x and energy reduction
of 1.3x on CPU, with 1 percentage point accuracy loss.
Hardware Approximations. At install time, ApproxTuner
maps tensor operations to an energy-efficient analog compute accelerator, PROMISE, and provides a geomean energy reduction of 3.25x (across benchmarks) with 1 percentage point drop in inference accuracy. ApproxTuner
exploits such hardware-specific approximations without
sacrificing object-code portability.
Runtime Adaptation for Approximations. To counteract performance slowdowns imposed by runtime conditions such as low-power modes, ApproxTuner can dynamically tune approximation knobs with extremely low
run-time overheads, by using tradeoff curves shipped with
the application binary.

2

ApproxTuner Overview

Figure 1 shows the high-level workflow for ApproxTuner. ApproxTuner builds on the HPVM and ApproxHPVM compiler
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Fig. 1. ApproxTuner workflow.

systems [35, 57], which are briefly described below. ApproxTuner takes as input programs written in Keras or PyTorch
for convolutional neural networks, or CNNs, or an extension
of C that can be compiled to HPVM [35] (for other tensorbased programs), and compiles them to the ApproxHPVM
internal representation (IR) [57]. ApproxHPVM manages the
compilation to various compute units (Section 2.1). ApproxTuner optimizes the computations in this IR using three
phases: 1) development-time, 2) install-time, and 3) run-time
(Section 2.2). ApproxTuner’s goal is to select combinations
of software and hardware approximations (detailed in Section 2.3) that meet performance, energy, and accuracy targets.
2.1 Preliminaries and Terminology
HPVM and ApproxHPVM. HPVM IR is a dataflow graphbased parallel program representation that captures coarseand fine-grain data and task parallelism [35]. HPVM provides
a portable IR and a retargetable compiler framework that can
target diverse compute units, e.g., CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs.
ApproxHPVM extends HPVM with support for tensor
operations and limited support for accuracy-aware tuning
(see Section 9) [57]. The tensor operations represent dataparallel computations on tensors, commonly used in CNNs
and image processing applications. ApproxHPVM also adds
back-ends to the HPVM system for a few custom machine
learning accelerators/ libraries, including one for cuDNN
on NVIDIA GPUs and one for a programmable analog inmemory compute accelerator called PROMISE [59].
This work focuses on approximations for a set of predefined tensor operations included in ApproxHPVM, such as
convolutions, matrix multiplication, ReLU, map, and reduce.
We refer to Sharif et al. [57, Table 1] for the definition of these
operations in ApproxHPVM. These operations are the units
of scheduling and approximation in ApproxTuner, where a
schedule is a mapping of tensor operations to compute units
in the target system. Hardware-independent approximations
for an operation are those whose impact on the outputs (i.e.,
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the semantics) of a program is fixed, regardless of the hardware used to execute the operation. Examples include filter
sampling, perforated convolutions, and reduced precision,
described below (Section 2.3). Some approximations, like
the use of (IEEE) FP16 instead of FP32 may have hardwareindependent semantics, and yet may be implemented in hardware for efficiency (in fact, they may be too inefficient to
use without hardware support, possibly making them nonportable). Other approximations are called hardware-specific;
the output quality impact of these approximations is specific to the choice of hardware used. The impact on energy
and performance will usually be hardware-dependent for all
kinds of approximations.
Quality of Service. A quality-of-service (QoS) metric is a
(usually domain-specific) metric over the outputs of some
computation, such as inference accuracy or PSNR. The QoS
metric function tor a tensor-based program, 𝑄𝑜𝑆 : 𝑇out ×
𝑇gold → R takes the output tensor 𝑇out and the exact output
𝑇gold , and produces a scalar value.
A QoS constraint is a constraint over the QoS level of an
application. As higher is conventionally better for QoS, we
assume a QoS constraint is a lower bound; the opposite case
can be treated similarly.
Knobs, Configurations, and Tradeoff Curves. An approximation knob is a discrete-valued parameter of an approximation method (represented using integers in ApproxTuner) that can be modified to control the quality, energy,
and running time. A zero value denotes no approximation.
Each tensor operation may be assigned an approximation
choice or none. A configuration is a map Config : 𝑜𝑝 → Int
that assigns an approximation knob value to every tensor
operation in the program. The search space is the set of all
possible configurations.
A tradeoff point is a triple, (QoS, Perf, config), which specifies the quality-of-service and the performance of the configuration on specified inputs. The set of all tradeoff points,
denoted S, represents the tradeoff space. To compare tradeoff points, we define a dominance relation (≼) in the usual
way [18]: a point 𝑠 1 = (QoS1, Perf1, config1 ) is dominated by
a point 𝑠 2 = (QoS2, Perf2, config2 ) iff it has both lower QoS
and worse performance. Formally, 𝑠 1 ≼ 𝑠 2 iff QoS1 ≤ QoS2
and Perf1 ≤ Perf2 . Strict dominance, 𝑠 1 ≺ 𝑠 2 , is defined as
dominance when the two points have unequal QoS or Perf.
A search algorithm explores a subset of the tradeoff space
𝑆 ⊆ S to find desirable tradeoff points. One way to describe
desirable points is through Pareto sets. A Pareto set of a set 𝑆
is its subset that consists of non-dominated points:
𝑃𝑆 (𝑆) = { 𝑠 | 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 ∧ ∀𝑠 ′ ∈ 𝑆 . 𝑠 ⊀ 𝑠 ′ }

(1)

This set defines a tradeoff curve, which contains linear segments between the points in the Pareto set. Intuitively, these
points have the best tradeoffs that the search algorithm was
able to find. We describe how to select the configurations
or combinations of configurations from a tradeoff curve in
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Section 5. We also define a relaxed version of the curve,
𝑃𝑆𝜀 , which includes tradeoff points that are within 𝜀 distance
from points in the Pareto set:
𝑃𝑆 𝜀 (𝑆) = { 𝑠 | 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 ∧ ∃𝑠 ∗ ∈ 𝑃𝑆 (𝑆) . dist(𝑠, 𝑠 ∗ ) ≤ 𝜀 } (2)
Here, dist is the usual Euclidean distance in the tradeoff space.
2.2 Overview of Three Stages of ApproxTuner
Our goal is to automatically select approximation knobs
that minimize energy and/or maximize performance for a
given program or its component, while satisfying some userspecified end-to-end QoS constraint. We refer to this task as
approximation-tuning and do it in three stages:
The development-time stage (Section 3) computes a
tradeoff curve using only hardware-independent approximations. ApproxTuner takes as input a program and a QoS constraint, and generates a set of possible configurations, 𝑆 0 , that
optimize a hardware-agnostic performance metric (e.g., operation count) and produce QoS values within the constraint. In
practice, the QoS and performance calculated at development
time can be imprecise because they use hardware-agnostic
estimates of performance (e.g., operation count) and optionally of accuracy (with predictive tuning). To make it more
likely we will capture points with good measured QoS and
performance, we create the relaxed tradeoff curve, 𝑃𝑆𝜀 (𝑆 0 ),
which is shipped with the application.
The install-time stage (Section 4) uses the developmenttime tradeoff curves and measures the actual performance
of each configuration in those tradeoff curves on the target
hardware. Next, we create a refined tradeoff curve, 𝑃𝑆 (𝑆 ∗ ),
where 𝑆 ∗ is the 𝑃𝑆𝜀 curve from development-time updated
with real performance measurements. This stage can be run
any time that the target hardware is available.
If hardware-specific approximations (not known at development time) are available, which may also change the QoS
metrics, the install-time stage performs a new autotuning
step that includes the hardware approximations and generates a new tradeoff curve.
The run-time stage (Section 5) takes the program’s final
tradeoff curve from the install-time phase and uses it for
dynamic approximation tuning. The system can track various
metrics (e.g., load, power, and frequency variations) and
provide feedback to the dynamic control, which computes a
target speedup (and configuration) to maintain the required
level of performance.
2.3 Approximation Methods
ApproxTuner is extensible to a wide range of software and
hardware approximations. This work evaluates five approximations below – the first three are software (hardware-independent) techniques implemented for CPUs and GPUs; the
fourth is a previously proposed experimental hardware accelerator representing a hardware-specific approximation;
and the fifth (reduced floating point precision, IEEE FP16)
has hardware-independent semantics.

ApproxTuner

Filter sampling for convolutions. Li et al. [42] proposed
an approximation technique that compresses convolution
filters by removing feature maps (i.e., channels) that have
relatively low L1-norms (sum of absolute values). Based on
this, we implement our own variant of filter sampling that
supports dynamic knobs for approximation. Our implementation prunes an equal fraction of filter elements across all
feature maps with a fixed stride. We vary the initial offset at
which elements are skipped; this has a noticeable impact on
overall accuracy, as different offsets align with more or less
important filter elements. This approximation has 9 knob
settings in all: i) three possible sampling rates: 50% (skip 1
out of 2), 33% (skip 1 out of 3), and 25% (skip 1 out of 4) and
ii) offset values of 0...𝑘 − 1 for a skip rate of 1-out-of-𝑘.
Perforated convolutions. Figurnov et al. [17] proposed
perforated convolutions; an algorithmic approximation that
computes a subset of the convolution output tensor, and
interpolates the missing values using nearest neighbor averaging of computed tensor elements. Our implementation
skips rows and columns of the tensor operation outputs at a
regular stride (again, with varying initial offsets), then interpolates the missing output elements. It has 18 knob settings
in all: 1) skipping rows or columns, 2) skip rate (1-out-of-𝑘):
50%, 33%, and 25%, and 3) 𝑘 choices of initial offset.
Reduction sampling. Zhu et al. [67] proposed reduction
sampling; an algorithmic approximation that computes a
reduction operation using a subset of inputs. Our implementation supports 3 knob values for sampling ratio: 50%, 40%,
and 25%. For reductions like average, sum, or multiply, we
scale the result by an appropriate constant.
PROMISE, an approximate analog accelerator. [59]. Our
system considers PROMISE for tensor convolutions and matrix multiplications. PROMISE is an analog chip and its voltage swings introduce statistical (normally distributed) errors
in the output values. The knob values are 7 different voltage
levels (P1-P7), in increasing order of voltage (energy) and decreasing error. No mode in PROMISE produces exact results;
all voltage levels introduce some errors. Srivastava et al. [59]
show that PROMISE consumes 3.4-5.5x less energy and has
1.4-3.4x higher throughput compared even to fully-custom
non-programmable digital accelerators.
IEEE FP16. Our implementation has FP16 versions of all
tensor operations, including FP16 variants for each of the
knobs supported by filter sampling, perforated convolutions,
and reduction sampling. FP16 can be used or not for an
operation; there is no additional knob value, though it can
combine with other approximation knobs. For instance, both
FP16 and 50% filter sampling can be applied to a convolution
operation. Although FP16 requires hardware support, its
semantics (impact on QoS) are hardware-independent and
hence can be accounted for in the development stage.
The above set offers many choices for approximation. For
each convolution operation, ApproxTuner offers 9 knobs for
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filter sampling, 18 knobs for perforation, and for each perforation/sampling knob, both FP32 and FP16 are supported.
Convolution operations can also be mapped to an FP32-only
(considered most-accurate) or FP16-only variant - adding 2
more knobs. PROMISE hardware offers 7 knobs. Currently,
we do not combine perforation, sampling, and PROMISE at
the same operation. In total, there are 63 = (9 * 2 + 18 * 2 + 2
+ 7) knobs for each convolution operation, 8 = 3 * 2 + 2 knobs
for each reduction, and 2 choices for other tensor operations.

3

Development-time Tuning

At development time, we tune the application for hardwareindependent approximations. We propose predictive approximation tuning, which decomposes tuning into a profile collection phase and an autotuning phase. In profile collection
phase, one operation at a time is approximated and its impact
on QoS and performance is measured. The autotuning phase
uses these profiles and compositional models to predict the
end-to-end QoS and performance impact of multiple approximations applied simultaneously, and uses these to guide
the autotuning search. This approach does not invoke the
program binary for every autotuning iteration. In contrast,
conventional empirical autotuning evaluates a configuration
by actually running the program binary (e.g., CNN inference)
which can be expensive, especially when many autotuning
iterations are required to explore large search spaces.
3.1 Overview of Predictive Tuning
Algorithm 1 describes our predictive approximation tuning
in the function PredictiveTuner. It consists of five steps:
• Profile collection: Lines 12-15 in Algorithm 1 collect a
QoS profile for the given application per operation, per
knob setting (§ 3.2).
• QoS predictor refinement: Lines 18-20 refine a parameter 𝛼 of the QoS prediction model (§ 3.3) used in the following autotuning, so that the predictor fits better to the
program to be tuned.
• Autotuning: Lines 23-30 invoke an off-the-shelf autotuner to heuristically explore the configuration space. The
QoS prediction model (§ 3.3) and performance prediction
model (§ 3.4) direct this search towards better configurations. We use the OpenTuner tool [5] which supports multiple algorithms for exploring large configuration spaces.
It uses the estimates of QoS and performance from our
models to calculate the fitness of the current configuration
and select the next one.
• Tradeoff curve construction: Line 33 selects autotuning
configurations that are in or close to the Pareto set (§ 3.5).
• QoS validation: Lines 36-40 empirically measure the QoS
of configurations in the previous step, and select configurations with measured QoS greater than threshold.
Our presentation focuses on time savings. Our autotuning
can be directly adapted for tuning other goals such as energy
savings by providing a corresponding prediction model.
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Algorithm 1: Predictive Approximation Tuning
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Inputs:
• P: target program
• C: calibration inputs for profiling
• K: knobs that apply to each operator in P
• QoSmin : minimal acceptable QoS
• nCalibrate: number of calibration runs used to tune 𝛼
• nIters: number of autotuning iterations
• 𝜀 1 , 𝜀 2 : maximum distances of a configuration to the Pareto set
Output: A tradeoff curve for P
Function PredictiveTuner(P,C,K,QoSmin ,nCalibrate,nIters,𝜀 1 ,𝜀 2 )
// Step 1: Collect QoS Profile
map qosProfiles;
foreach (op, knob) ∈ K do
(Δ𝑄, Δ𝑇 ) = gatherQoSProfile(P, C, op, knob);
qosProfiles[(op, knob)] = (Δ𝑄, Δ𝑇 );

16
17
18
19
20

// Step 2: Initialize and tune predictor to find coefficient 𝛼
autotuner = AutoTuner (P, K, nIters, QoSmin );
predictor = Predictor (qosProfiles);
𝛼 = predictor.calibrate (autotuner, nCalibrate);

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

// Step 3: Autotune with QoS and perf. prediction models
set candidateConfigs;
while autotuner.continueTuning() do
config = autotuner.nextConfig();
predQoS = predictor.calculateQoS (config, 𝛼);
predPerf = predictor.calculatePerf (config);
autotuner.setConfigFitness (config, predQoS, predPerf);
if predQoS > QoSmin then
candidateConfigs ∪ = (predQoS, predPerf, config);

31
32
33

// Step 4: Take configs within 𝜀 distance of the tradeoff curve
paretoConfigs = 𝑃𝑆𝜀1 (candidateConfigs);

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

// Step 5: Filtering invalid configurations at the end of tuning
set filteredConfigs;
foreach (predQoS, predPerf, config) ∈ paretoConfigs do
realQoS = measureRealQoS (P, C, config);
if realQoS > QoSmin then
filteredConfigs ∪ = (realQoS, predPerf, config);
return 𝑃𝑆𝜀2 (filteredConfigs);

3.2 Gathering QoS Profiles
QoS profiles are gathered for each unique pair of tensor operation and approximation knobs. Algorithm 1 infers (Line
13) a list of such (op, knob) pairs from the input 𝐾, which
is a mapping from each tensor operation in program 𝑃 to
the set of knobs applicable to it. The profiles are collected
by running the entire program (with calibration inputs) but
we approximate a single operator at a time.
The QoS profile consists of: 1) an end-to-end QoS metric, e.g., classification accuracy in CNNs or mean square
error (see Section 6), and 2) final raw tensor output of the
application, e.g., for CNNs, output of the softmax operation.
The profiles are stored as two tables 𝑄 and𝑇 . 𝑄 maps (op, knob)
to the corresponding end-to-end QoS. 𝑇 maps (op, knob) to
the raw tensor output 𝑇out . We also measure and store the
QoS and raw tensor output of the baseline version, which has
no approximations, denoted as 𝑄𝑜𝑆 base and 𝑇base , respectively.
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3.3 Models for QoS Prediction
We propose and evaluate two error composition models Π 1
and Π 2 , for a program 𝑃 and configuration config ∈ Config:
Õ
©
ª
Π 1 (config) = 𝑄𝑜𝑆 𝑇base + 𝛼 ·
Δ𝑇 (𝑜𝑝, 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑏) , 𝑇gold ®
«
¬
Õ𝑜𝑝 ∈𝑃
Π 2 (config) = 𝑄𝑜𝑆 base + 𝛼 ·
Δ𝑄 (𝑜𝑝, 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑏)
𝑜𝑝 ∈𝑃

where 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑏 = config(𝑜𝑝), 𝛼 is the coefficient to be refined, and
Δ𝑇 (𝑜𝑝, 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑏) = 𝑇 (𝑜𝑝, 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑏) − 𝑇base,
Δ𝑄 (𝑜𝑝, 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑏) = 𝑄 (𝑜𝑝, 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑏) − 𝑄𝑜𝑆 base,

The model Π 1 computes the QoS of a configuration by
1) summing the errors in the end-to-end raw tensor outputs
for each (𝑜𝑝, 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑏) pair in config, 2) adding this sum to the
baseline raw tensor output (𝑇base ), and then 3) computing the
QoS relative to the exact output (𝑇gold ). The model captures
how approximations affect the errors in the raw output (for
a single approximation) and sums the effects of all, before
applying the QoS function. Model Π 1 works well with classification accuracy (as QoS metric) in scenarios where relative
probabilities of predicted class(es) remain mostly unchanged
despite changes in the absolute output values.
The model Π 2 is a coarser-grained model that does not
examine individual tensor outputs. Instead, it uses QoS profile table, 𝑄, to compute the QoS loss of a configuration by
summing over the end-to-end QoS loss for each (𝑜𝑝, 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑏)
pair in config. Π 2 (which only sums scalar losses) is computationally less expensive than Π 1 (which sums raw tensors),
but is also relatively less precise, as shown in our evaluation.
The scope of these models is discussed in Section 8.
Predictor Calibration using Regression. Both Π 1 and
Π 2 can be viewed as linear regression models with a single coefficient 𝛼 that scales the errors of each error profile. This coefficient allows the predictor to adapt to specific error propagation within the application. On Line 20,
predictor.calibrate evaluates the real QoS of a small number of configurations (e.g., 50 are sufficient in our experiments), and updates 𝛼 so that the predicted QoS fits the
observed QoS better.
3.4 Models for Performance Prediction
To guide the tuner, we use a simple hardware-agnostic performance prediction model. As a proxy for execution time, we
use the count of compute and memory operations, computed
analytically for each tensor op with closed-form expressions
using input tensor sizes, weight tensor sizes, strides, padding,
etc. This calculation has negligible cost.
The total predicted execution cost of a configuration is the
sum of the cost for each operator with the knob the tuner
selected. This is computed as:
Õ
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 Total (config) =
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 (𝑜𝑝, 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑏).
(𝑜𝑝,knob) ∈config

ApproxTuner

We assume the compute and memory operation count is
reduced by a factor that is proportional to the approximation level (e.g., 50% vs 25% perforation). Thus, we estimate
execution time of running operator op with approximation
knob knob by:
𝑁𝑚 (op)
𝑁𝑐 (op)
+
,
(3)
𝑅𝑚 (knob) 𝑅𝑐 (knob)
where 𝑁𝑐 and 𝑁𝑚 are the analytically-computed number
of compute and memory operations, respectively, for the
baseline (non-approximate) version of 𝑜𝑝. 𝑅𝑚 and 𝑅𝑐 are
the corresponding reduction factors and are specific to the
selected approximation knob. For example, for FP16 50% filter
sampling, 𝑅𝑚 = 4 since the operator loads 2× fewer bytes
due to FP16 and performs 2× fewer loads due to sampling,
and has 𝑅𝑐 = 2 since it skips half the computations.
The number of compute and memory operations does not
perfectly reflect actual speedup, as other factors change with
the size of computation, such as cache friendliness. However,
for the same operator, an approximation that reduces more
compute and memory operations is likely faster than one that
reduces fewer such operations. Therefore, this performance
predictor ranks configurations correctly by their speedup,
which suffices for autotuning purposes.
3.5 Constructing Tradeoff Curve
Autotuning (Lines 23-30 of Algorithm 1) often discovers
many candidateConfigs. On Line 33, points in the Pareto
set or with distance to the Pareto set less than 𝜀 1 are kept
(by Equation 2). This step serves the purpose of reducing
the overhead of QoS validation (Line 36- 40), by filtering
away configurations that are not in or close to the Pareto set.
𝜀 2 controls the configuration selection after QoS validation
(Line 41). Using 𝜀 1 to filter configurations reduces the number
of configurations that are empirically evaluated to measure
the real QoS. However, if many configurations are filtered
(Lines 36- 40), this can potentially result in a very small set
of valid configurations. Setting 𝜀 2 to be higher (or equal) to
𝜀 1 adds flexibility for including more points in the shipped
tradeoff curve. Thus 𝜀 1 and 𝜀 2 give the developer the ability
to control the quality and the size of tradeoff curve and the
time of our three-stage tuning.
Since FP16 availability is not guaranteed on each hardware platform, we allow users to tune the program with and
without FP16 support, creating two separate curves - one
each for FP32 and FP16. Users can simply ship a single curve
if FP16 hardware availability is known ahead of time.
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 (op, knob) =

4

Install-time Tuning

The install-time tuning phase takes the tradeoff curve from
the development-time tuning (𝑃𝑆 𝜀 ), together with the same
calibration inputs for profiling (𝐶), hardware-specific knobs
(𝐾) for each operator on the edge device, the number of edge
devices 𝑛 edge that participate in the distributed tuning process, and the other parameters from the development-time
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tuning. This step refines the shipped tradeoff curves with
real performance (or other properties, such as energy usage) measurements and creates a new tradeoff curve. When
hardware-specific approximations exist on the target platform, distributed predictive tuning is invoked to further optimize the program by exploiting those approximations, as
described below.
Software-only knobs. In this case, all steps are done on the
edge-device. It runs the configurations from the input tradeoff curve 𝑃𝑆 𝜀 on the inputs from 𝐶, and measures both the
real QoS and performance (development-time stage collected
only QoS, but lacks access to real edge hardware to measure
real performance), and filters the configurations that do not
satisfy the thresholds. Finally, for the resulting filtered set 𝑆 ∗
it constructs the final tradeoff curve 𝑃𝑆 (𝑆 ∗ ), which has only
the points with best measured QoS-performance tradeoffs.
Hardware-specific knobs. We distribute predictive tuning
across the server and edge-devices in three main steps, in order to reduce the profiling and validation burden per device:
• This phase is distributed across edge-devices. Each device gathers profiles for |𝐶 |/𝑛 edge calibration inputs. For
hardware-specific approximations in 𝐾, the devices collect
the QoS profiles as in Lines 12-15 from Algorithm 1.
• The edge-devices send the QoS profiles to a centralized
server. It merges the profiles – taking the mean of Δ𝑄
(change of QoS) in the profile, while concatenating the Δ𝑇
(change of tensor output) together. It then runs the predictive tuning as in Lines 18-30 from Algorithm 1. Because the
approximation choices cannot be decoupled (as we found
in initial prototype experiments), we cannot simply reuse
the curve from development-time, but instead perform a
fresh autotuning step that combines software and hardware approximations and constructs a new tradeoff curve.
• The server sends the configurations to the edge-devices.
Each edge device validates an equal fraction of the total
configurations and filters the configurations by measuring
both the real QoS and performance (similar to Lines 36-40
in Algorithm 1).
• The server receives the filtered configurations from each
of the participating edge devices and computes the final
tradeoff curve, 𝑃𝑆 (𝑆 1∗ ∪ 𝑆 2∗ ∪ ... ∪ 𝑆𝑛∗ ), where 𝑆𝑖∗ are Pareto
sets returned by edge device 𝑖; these are configurations
with measured QoS higher than the user-specified QoS
threshold. This is the final curve that the server sends
back to the devices.

5

Runtime Approximation Tuning

A key capability of ApproxTuner is the ability to adapt approximation settings at run-time to meet application goals
such as throughput or responsiveness, in the face of changing
system conditions such as load variation, frequency scaling
or voltage scaling, or changing application demands. Our
runtime control assumes that the program is running in isolation on the target hardware. Significant prior work has
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addressed the problem of multi-tenancy (e.g., [66] and can
be incorporated in our approach.
ApproxTuner allows users to specify a desired target for
performance, and then uses the tradeoff curve 𝑃𝑆 (built at
install-time) to select configurations that allow for meeting
these goals. Runtime conditions (e.g., lowering processor frequency) can impose system slowdowns which may cause the
application performance to fall below the desired target. In
these scenarios, the dynamic tuner switches configurations
to choose a different point from the performance-accuracy
tradeoff space.
A key property of all our approximation techniques is that
the different approximation knob settings are simply numerical parameters to the tensor operations (e.g., perforation
and sampling rates). Therefore, the runtime tuner can switch
between configurations with negligible overhead, simply by
using different parameter values each time.
Performance is measured for each invocation, which is
one execution of the target code, e.g., the entire CNN or
entire image-processing pipeline (for one batch of images).
A system monitor measures the execution time over a (configurable) sliding window of 𝑁 most recent batch executions
(𝑘 − 𝑁 , . . . , 𝑘 − 2, 𝑘 − 1). If the average performance of the
sliding window executions falls below the desired target, the
dynamic tuner is invoked. In this case, ApproxTuner chooses
a configuration from the tradeoff curve that provides the
speedup necessary to achieve the target performance level.
One challenge is that there may not be an exact point
matching the desired speedup in the tradeoff curve, so our
system allows the user to select between two policies for
achieving the target performance, PerfT :
1. Enforce Required Speedup in each Invocation. Picks
a configuration with performance no smaller than PerfT .
This is a 𝑂 (log(|𝑃𝑆 |) operation, using binary search.
2. Achieve Average Target Performance over Time. Probabilistically selects between two configurations, with performance the closest below and above PerfT over a time
interval (on average). The selection probabilities, 𝑝 1 and
𝑝 2 , are such that 𝑝 1 · Perf1 +𝑝 2 · Perf2 = PerfT , as in [67]. For
instance, if PerfT = 1.3x and the closest points provide 1.2x
and 1.5x speedup, these two configurations are randomly
selected with respective probabilities 2/3 and 1/3.
Policy 1 is less flexible and is better suited for hard or soft
real-time systems, where deadlines are important. Policy 2
is a better choice when application throughput is a goal.

6

Evaluation Methodology

Benchmarks. We use several CNNs (Table 1) and an image
processing benchmark that combines a CNN (AlexNet2) with
the Canny [10] edge detection pipeline.
Datasets. We use MNIST [40], CIFAR-10 [36] and the ImageNet dataset ILSVRC 2012 [53], each with 10K images. For
ImageNet, we use 10K randomly sampled images (from 200
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randomly selected classes) from its test set of 50K images. We
divide the 10K images into calibration set (for autotuning)
and test set (for evaluation), with 5K images each.
Table 1. CNN benchmarks, their datasets, layer count, classification accuracy with FP32 baseline, and size of auto-tuning search
space.
Network
AlexNet [37]
AlexNet [37]
AlexNet2
ResNet-18 [24]
ResNet-50 [24]
VGG-16 [58]
VGG-16 [58]
MobileNet [28]
LeNet [39]

Dataset
CIFAR-10
ImageNet
CIFAR-10
CIFAR-10
ImageNet
CIFAR-10
ImageNet
CIFAR-10
MNIST

Layers
6
8
7
22
54
15
15
28
4

Accuracy
79.16%
55.86%
85.09%
89.44%
74.16%
89.41%
72.88%
83.69%
98.70%

Search Space
5e+8
5e+8
2e+10
3e+22
7e+91
3e+22
3e+22
1e+26
3e+3

6.1 Quality Metrics
For CNNs, we measure accuracy degradation with respect
to the baseline, denoted Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆𝑥% for a degradation of 𝑥%.
For the image processing benchmark, we use average PSNR,
between the output images 𝑥 and ground truth images 𝑥 0 :
Õ
𝑃𝑆𝑁 𝑅(𝑥, 𝑥 0 ) := −10 log10
(𝑥 [𝑖] − 𝑥 0 [𝑖]) 2
𝑖

(𝑃𝑆𝑁 𝑅 𝑦 denotes a PSNR of 𝑦.) A higher PSNR implies better
image quality. The predictive models use the mean square
error (exponential of PSNR) as the QoS metric.
Baseline: For our baseline, we map all computations to FP32
with no approximations.
6.2 Implementation
Our tensor library, targeted by our compiler back ends, uses
cuDNN for most tensor operators, but cannot use it for convolutions because it is proprietary and we cannot modify it
to implement custom algorithms for perforation and sampling. Instead, we developed a hand-optimized convolution
operator using CUDA, and optimized using cuBLAS, memory coalescing, and tuning hardware utilization, thread divergence, and scratchpad usage. Our CPU implementations
vectorize tensor processing loops using OpenMP.
6.3 Hardware Setup
Client Device Setup. Our client device (Table 2) is the
NVIDIA Jetson Tegra TX2 board [49], commonly used in
robotics and small autonomous vehicles [47, 62].
We model an SoC that adds to the TX2 a simulated PROMISE
accelerator for machine learning [59]. GPU, CPU, and PROMISE
communicate through global shared memory. We use a split
approach for profiling. We measure performance and power
via direct execution on the GPU and CPU. Our profiler continuously reads GPU, CPU and DRAM power from Jetson’s
voltage rails via an I2C interface [50] at 1 KHz (1 ms period).
Energy is calculated by integrating the power readings using
1 ms timesteps. To model PROMISE, we use the functional
simulator and a validated timing and energy model [59].
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Table 2.
System parameters for the Edge Device. NVIDIA
Tegra TX2 board including simulated PROMISE accelerator on chip.
Tegra TX2
CPU Cores 6
GPU SMs 2
CUDA Cores 256
GPU Frequency 1.12 GHz
DRAM Size 8 GB

PROMISE
Memory Banks 256 × 16 KB
Frequency 1 GHz

Server Setup. We use a server-class machine for developmenttime tuning and for coordinating install-time distributed predictive tuning. It includes two NVIDIA GeForce 1080Ti GPUs
each with 3584 CUDA cores and 11GB of global memory, 20
Intel Xeon cores (2.40GHz) and 65GB RAM.
6.4 Autotuning Setup
For autotuning search, we use the OpenTuner [5] library.
For both empirical and predictive tuning, we use the default
OpenTuner setting that uses an ensemble of search techniques including Torczon hillclimbers, variants of NelderMead search, a number of evolutionary mutation techniques,
and random search. For each QoS threshold, we run the tuner
for a maximum of 30K iterations. We declare convergence
if tuning result does not improve over 1K consecutive iterations. The number of iterations required per QoS threshold
varies across benchmarks, from 1K (LeNet) to 28K (ResNet50). Predictive and Empirical tuning convergence rates are
similar across all benchmarks with an average 8.7K iterations,
and 8.2K iterations, respectively.
Selecting Configurations for Shipping. Before QoS validation, we select configurations that lie within an 𝜀 1 distance
to the Pareto set (Line 33 of Algorithm 1); after autotuning,
we select and ship configurations within 𝜀 2 distance to the
Pareto set (Line 41). These distance thresholds, 𝜀 1 and 𝜀 2 , are
computed per benchmark to limit the maximum number of
configurations validated and shipped. We chose 𝜀 1 and 𝜀 2 so
that at most 50 configurations are retained.
Distributed Predictive Tuning Setup. We emulate a setting with 100 edge devices and a single-server coordinator.
Lacking 100 TX2 boards, we measure performance on 1 (out
of 100) distributed invocations on the actual TX2 hardware,
for 1/100 of the total calibration inputs. Remaining 99 distributed invocations are emulated on the server.
Runtime Approximation Tuning. On the Tegra TX2, we
vary GPU frequency to mimic low-power execution modes,
using 12 different frequencies from 1.3Ghz to 319Mhz. The
performance goal is to maintain the same level of performance (execution time) offered at the highest frequency
mode (1.3Ghz). The frequency is reduced after a batch of
inputs has been processed and before the next batch starts,
and applied instantaneously.
For reliable measurements, we run 200 batches of 500
images each: we divide the 5K test set into 10 batches and
cycle through them 20 times. We average the processing time
and accuracy across batches. The experiments use Control

strategy 2 from Section 5, with a sliding window size of 1
batch execution (500 images). When frequency is reduced at
the end of batch 𝑛, we measure the imposed slowdown at
end of batch 𝑛 + 1, compute the required speedup to meet
the target execution time, and ApproxTuner picks a new
configuration for batch 𝑛 + 2. The configuration switching
overhead is negligible (Section 5).

7

Evaluation

We experimentally evaluate the benefits of ApproxTuner.
We analyze the three stages in Sections 7.1-7.3 (developmenttime), Section 7.4 (install-time), and Section 7.5 (runtime).
We characterize tuned approximations in Section 7.2. We
evaluate predictive tuning in Section 7.3. We demonstrate
tuning a composite CNN + image processing benchmark
with multiple QoS metrics in Section 7.6.
7.1 Performance and Energy Improvements
Improvements for GPU. Figures 2a and 2b show the performance and energy benefits achieved on the Tegra’s GPU,
for accuracy reductions of 1%, 2% and 3%. The X-axes list the
benchmarks and the Y-axes show improvements over the
FP32 baseline. These results only use hardware-independent
approximations: FP16, perforation, sampling. The results are
reported after trying both predictors, Π 1 and Π2 , and choosing the best result (we compare the predictors in Section 7.3).
For Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 1% , Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 2% , and Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 3% , the geomean speedups
are 2.14x, 2.23x, and 2.28x. The maximum speedup achieved
is 2.75x for VGG-16-ImageNet at Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 3% . On average, FP16
alone provides 1.63x speedup, and moreover, has little effect on accuracy. Sampling and perforation together give an
additional 1.4x geomean speedup, on top of FP16.
Figures 2a and 2b show that increasing loss threshold from
1% to 2% to 3% provides higher improvements in six out of
ten benchmarks, since it allows the tuner to gradually use
more aggressive approximations. Four networks (VGG16100, ResNet50, MobileNet, LeNet), do not show any improvement, because more aggressive sampling and perforation of
most layers immediately degrades quality by over 3%.
Energy reductions (Fig. 2b) are positively correlated with
speedups, as expected. For Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 1% , Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 2% , and Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 3% ,
the mean energy reductions are 1.99x, 2.06x and 2.11x.
Improvements for CPU. The mean speedups for the CPU
for Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 1% , Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 2% and Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 3% are 1.31x, 1.38x and 1.42x
(figure omitted for space). The maximum speedup is 1.89x for
VGG16-CIFAR10. The energy benefits are quite similar. The
benefits on the CPU are significantly lower than on the GPU
(though still valuable) since the ARM CPUs on the Jetson
TX2 board do not support FP16, and so the performance and
energy benefits are due only to sampling and perforation.
This particularly affects MobileNet and ResNet-50, which
are less amenable to sampling or perforation.
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Fig. 2. (a) Speedups and (b) Energy reductions achieved on GPU using hardware- Fig. 3. Comparing predictive vs. empirical
independent approximations for Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 1% , Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 2% , Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 3% .
tuning for Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 3% .

7.2 Characteristics of Approximated Benchmarks
Table 3 shows the best performing GPU configurations (number of operations mapped to approximation knobs) for Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 3% .

General Trends. We find that the first few layers in the
CNNs are relatively less amenable to approximations. For
4 benchmarks, the first layer is not mapped to perforation
or sampling (only FP16). For ResNet-18 and MobileNet, the
first 3 layers are not mapped to perforation or sampling.
We summarize interesting insights for several representative CNNs. The other CNNs show similar behaviors (e.g.,
AlexNet2-CIFAR10 behaves similarly to AlexNet-CIFAR10).
AlexNet-CIFAR10: None of the layers in AlexNet map to
the perforated convolutions approximation, while all layers
(in most configurations) are amenable to filter sampling.
ResNet18: Across all configurations in the Pareto set, 7 of
the 21 convolution layers are not mapped to any approximation. Interestingly, 4 layers map only to 33% perforation
and all use different start offsets, showing the importance of
combining varying start offsets.
VGG16-100: We find that 3 layers in VGG16-100 can only
be mapped to column-based perforation while row-based
perforation leads to low accuracy.
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Occurrences of Approximation Knobs
samp-50%:1 perf-50%:1 FP16:2
FP16:2 samp-50%:3 samp-25%:1
FP16:3 perf-50%:1 samp-50%:2 perf-33%:1
FP16:4 perf-50%:3 perf-33%:2 samp-50%:6
FP16:4 perf-50%:2 samp-50%:8 perf-33%:1
FP16:13 perf-50%:6 perf-33%:2 samp-25%:1
FP16:20 perf-50%:3 perf-33%:3 perf-25%:2
FP16:2 perf-50%:1 perf-25%:3
FP16:8 perf-50%:1 samp-50%:7
FP16:42 perf-50%:2 perf-33%:3 perf-25%:6

Empirical

10.8 12.2
16.7

5

le

Benchmark
LeNet-5
AlexNet-CIFAR10
AlexNet2
VGG-16-10
VGG-16-100
ResNet-18
MobileNet
AlexNet-ImageNet
VGG-16-ImageNet
ResNet50-ImageNet

Predictive-Π2

9.8
12.8 15.9

12.6

A

Table 3. Approximation knobs for top performing GPU configuration (maximum speedup) for Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 3% .

Predictive-Π1
12.6

6

Fig. 4.
Energy reductions on GPU + PROMISE with installtime distributed predictive tuning (Π 1 , Π2 ) and empirical tuning
for Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 3% .

MobileNet: For the best configuration, only 8 layers out
of 28 could be mapped to approximations without significant accuracy loss, which is why MobileNet has the lowest
performance improvement (1.50× speedup).
ResNet50-ImageNet: At most 11 convolutions (from 53)
are mapped to any approximation other than FP16, with
6 convolution operators mapped to 25% perforation. As a
result, ResNet50-ImageNet achieves much of its speedup
from FP16, although the overall speedup of 1.95× is quite
significant for just 1% accuracy reduction.
Overall, these insights show the importance of combining different approximations and the importance of tuning the choices
of combinations to balance accuracy vs. performance gains.
7.3 Predictive vs Empirical Tuning
Comparing Speedups. We compare our predictive approximation tuning with empirical tuning, both using OpenTuner [5]. Figure 3 illustrates results for the maximum bound
of 3%. It shows that predictors Π 1 and Π 2 provide geomean
speedups of 2.27x and 1.97x, compared with 2.25x for empirical tuning. For most benchmarks, Π 1 effectiveness is similar to empirical tuning, but Π 2 provides lower speedups
because it systematically underestimates accuracy loss for
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predictors Π 1 and Π 2 provide 4.7x and 3.3x energy reductions, compared to 4.8x reduction for empirical tuning. Π 2
is lower than Π 1 due to higher prediction error, which leads
the search to explore less effective configurations. These
results show that the predictive install-time tuning in ApproxTuner can exploit hardware-specific approximations by
intelligently selecting operations to offload to accelerators,
and achieves significant energy improvements.
Tuning
Times. We separately measure the times on the
Fig. 5. GPU, DDR, and overall system power at different GPU
edge
device
for error profile collection and the autotuning
frequency levels for ResNet18. As GPU frequency reduces, GPU
time on the server. A single distributed error profile collecand overall power consumption reduce.
tion phase on the edge device ranges from 1 minute (LeNet)
Table 4.
Predictive Tuning times compared to Empirical
to 6 hours (ResNet50), with a geometric mean of 25 min(in minutes). “Π 1 -red” and “Π 2 -red” are speedups compared to
utes across all benchmarks. To put these results into context,
Empirical.
with a back-of-the-envelope calculation, we estimate that
Benchmark
Empirical Pred-Π 1
Pred-Π 2
Π1 -red Π2 -red
empirical tuning for ResNet50 on a single Tegra Tx2 would
LeNet
11.4
1.0
1.1
11.21x
10.61x
AlexNet-CIFAR10
418.7
9.9
11.7
42.27x
35.80x
take more than 4 months. The autotuning time on the server
AlexNet2
133.9
11.1
12.4
12.09x
10.78x
ranges from 24 minutes (LeNet) to 10.22 hours (ResNet-50),
VGG-16-10
1015.3
36.2
25.8
28.06x
39.35x
VGG-16-100
494.6
30.8
25.2
16.03x
19.64x
with a geometric mean of 1.9 hours across benchmarks.
ResNet18
373.1
27.3
30.5
13.68x
12.25x
MobileNet
772.7
58.7
38.4
13.17x
20.10x
7.5 Runtime Approximation Tuning
AlexNet-ImageNet
661.1
240.1
25.5
2.75x
25.93x
We vary GPU frequency to mimic lower power modes. As
VGG-16-ImageNet
1937.1
334.9
143.5
5.78x
13.50x
ResNet50-ImageNet
11112.8
716.4
246.3
15.51x
45.12x
Figure 5 shows, both the GPU power and total system (SYS)
Geomean
12.76x
20.37x
power decrease substantially with decreasing frequency, by
~7̇x for the GPU and ~1̇.9x for the system when frequency
some benchmarks, and therefore chooses configurations that
decreases from 1300MHz to 318MHz. DDR power decreases
are later removed during accuracy validation.
only slightly because DDR frequency is kept constant. These
Autotuning Times. Table 4 shows the autotuning time for
results are averaged over 10 runs of ResNet18-CIFAR10.
predictive tuning compared to empirical tuning using OpenWe show the effectiveness of run-time adaptation for three
Tuner. Predictive-Π 1 and Predictive-Π 2 are on average 12.76x
evaluated CNNs in Figure 6 (other CNNs exhibit similar beand 20.37x faster than empirical tuning. Π 1 calculations are
havior). The X-axis presents the different frequencies, which
significantly slower than Π 2 ’s on large tensors, e.g., 3.8x and
we vary over time. The left Y-axis shows the normalized
6.7x slower on VGG16-ImageNet and AlexNet-ImageNet,
execution time (averaged over 200 batches), relative to time
respectively. This shows the importance of having both pretaken at the highest frequency level (1.3Ghz). The right Ydictors: for large models and data sets, Π 2 is more likely to be
axis presents the model accuracy (in %).
feasible and gives good speedups with reasonably good acAs we reduce the frequency, the baseline configuration
curacy, while Π 1 is more precise but requires more memory.
slows down substantially (solid blue line), while accuracy
Size of Tradeoff Curves. For our benchmarks, autotuning
remains unaffected. ApproxTuner’s dynamic tuning coun(before configuration selection) on average generates 4360
teracts the slowdown and maintains the original average
configurations. As ApproxTuner keeps at most 50 configurabatch processing time through most of the frequency range
tions (§ 6.4), the size of the tradeoff curve is reduced by 87x.
(dashed orange lines), while gracefully degrading the in7.4 Install-time tuning
ference accuracy (yellow lines, right Y-axis). To counteract
We evaluate the efficacy of our install-time tuning strategy in
higher slowdowns, relatively higher QoS degradation has to
exploiting the low voltage knobs in the PROMISE accelerator
be imposed. For instance, for ResNet18, a potential slowdown
that trade accuracy for energy savings (Section 2.3).
of 1.45x in the baseline case (at 675MHz) can be counteracted
Energy Savings. Figure 4 shows the energy reductions achieved
with an accuracy drop of 0.33 percentage points, but as much
with install-time predictive distributed tuning compared to
as 1.75x (at 497 MHz) can be compensated with an accuracy
empirical tuning for Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 3% . The energy reductions are
drop of 1.25 points. At 497MHz, there is a 1.72x reduction in
achieved by mapping tensor operations to the PROMISE acaverage power consumed (Figure 5). Similarly, for AlexNetcelerator and lowering the analog read swing voltages to furImageNet and AlexNet2-CIFAR10, frequency can be reduced
ther lower energy use at the cost of increased error. With the
up to 586MHz (with 1.7 and 1.9 points of accuracy loss), while
exception of ResNet50, all benchmarks have some tensor opmaintaining performance. This reduces average power conerations mapped to PROMISE. For LeNet, AlexNet, AlexNet2,
sumption by 1.66x and 1.62x, respectively (power-frequency
and VGG16-CIFAR10 more than 50% of convolution operagraphs are not shown for AlexNet and AlexNet2).
tions can be mapped to PROMISE (for Δ𝑄𝑜𝑆 3% ). On average,
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(a)
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(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Figures a), b) and c) show that runtime approximation tuning trades off accuracy to maintain the same level of responsiveness
when frequency levels are reduced. The times on the y-axis are normalized with respect to performance achievable at the highest frequency
(1.3Ghz). Without dynamic approximations (the blue line), applications slow down.

These results demonstrate that ApproxTuner’s dynamic
approximation-tuning capabilities can help maintain a target
performance in the face of lower power/frequency modes.
7.6 Combining CNNs and Image Processing
In our final experiment, we demonstrate that ApproxTuner
can optimize components from multiple tensor-based domains, each with its own QoS metric, using a benchmark
that combines CNN and Image processing. The application
consists of a CNN (AlexNet2 on CIFAR-10) that classifies images to one of 10 classes, and images from five of the classes
are forwarded for Canny edge detection [10].

Fig. 7.
Speedups achieved on GPU for a grid of accuracy
(horizontal) and PSNR (vertical) thresholds.

For this benchmark, the QoS we consider is a pair (PSNR,
accuracy), using PSNR for image quality of edge detection
and accuracy for the CNN classifier. Figure 7 presents the
best configurations achieved on the GPU with each QoS pair.
Nine QoS pairs are evaluated, with three different values
each of PSNR and accuracy. The bar labels show speedups
compared to the FP32 baseline. As either threshold (PSNR
or accuracy) is relaxed, speedup increases, since the tuner
finds more opportunities for approximation.
Predictive tuning again enables dramatically faster tuning
(graphs omitted) while preserving optimization gains. For all
(PSNR, accuracy) pairs, predictive and empirical tuning find
configurations with comparable speedups, while predictive
tuning is 20.1× faster on average. In five of the nine pairs, predictive tuning gives slightly higher speedups. Our inspection
shows that this is the effect of the non-deterministic nature
of OpenTuner (i.e., randomness in search). For this benchmark, we only apply model Π 2 since the size of the output

tensor is not fixed (CNN classification results affect output
tensor size), and model Π 1 requires each approximation knob
error profile to be equal-sized tensors (Section 8).
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Discussion and Future Work

Scope of the Predictive Models. We have applied our predictive models to fixed DAGs of tensor operations in the context of CNNs and to one image processing benchmark, but
they can be applied to other tensor domains. Our models are
better at estimating QoS when these conditions are satisfied:
1) The control flow is deterministic and input-independent.
2) The operators have no side effects. 3) For predictor Π 1 ,
the shapes of raw tensor outputs must match, since these
outputs are summed up in the model. As part of future work,
we hope to incorporate models for other kinds of computations, beyond tensor operations. There is also potential for
evaluating and extending these models to work with inputdependent control-flow and operations with side-effects.
Interaction with Model Compression Techniques. We
believe that the approximation-tuning capabilities in ApproxTuner open avenues for new research opportunities.
We perform preliminary experiments to investigate the potential for incorporating compression techniques such as
pruning [22, 41, 52] as part of our tuning framework. We
create pruned models (using the approach in [52]) for MobileNet, VGG16, and ResNet18 on CIFAR-10. We find that,
starting with the pruned models, applying perforated convolutions using empirical tuning in ApproxTuner reduces MAC
(multiply-accumulate) operations by 1.3x for MobileNet and
VGG-16, and by 1.2x for ResNet18, while reducing inference
accuracy by less than 1% point compared with the pruned
model. The key takeaway is that approximation techniques
can be applied to pruned models with little loss of accuracy,
and potentially yielding valuable additional speedups. In
future work, we aim to incorporate model compression techniques, including pruning, into ApproxTuner and conduct a
systematic evaluation of the accuracy-performance tradeoffs.

9

Related Work

Table 5 compares ApproxTuner to select related systems
across four broad kinds of capabilities: a) support for approximations, b) programmability, c) tuning strategies, and d)

ApproxTuner
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Table 5. Comparing capabilities of ApproxTuner versus most closely related state-of-the-art systems.
Approximations
Algorithmic Accelerator Multi
Approxs
-specific
Domain
Approxs
Approx

Programmability
Precision
Tuning

No
Retarget
Code
Changes

Portable
Object
Code

Tuning Strategies
Joint
Dev+Install
Time Tuning

Runtime Predictive
Approx Tuning
Tuning

Model Approxs
Model
Approxs

Support
for Retraining

ApproxTuner
ApproxHPVM [57]
TVM [12], AutoTVM [13]
ACCEPT [56]
PetaBricks [4]

support for DNN model optimizations (pruning, quantization) and model retraining.
Compilers for Accuracy Tuning: ApproxHPVM [57] is
a compiler we developed for accuracy-aware mapping of
applications to heterogeneous systems. ApproxHPVM only
supports hardware approximations (FP16 and PROMISE)
and uses standard empirical autotuning at development time.
It has no install-time or run-time tuning. Its reliance on Lnorms is insufficient for algorithmic approximations with
heavy-tailed error distributions, as we discovered for both
perforated convolutions and feature sampling.
TVM [12] is a deep-learning compiler that generates optimized tensor-operator code for CPUs, GPUs, and accelerators. It supports reduced precision (FP16 and INT8) and DNN
binarization [19] (reducing operator precision to 1 or 2 bits),
but applies each of them for the entire network and does not
tune individual operations with different choices or knobs.
It does not support approximation tuning or arbitrary software/hardware approximations and does not dynamically
adjust approximation knobs.
ACCEPT [56] uses programmer-specified type declarations to approximate programs on CPUs or FPGAs. Unlike
ApproxTuner, it requires extensive source annotations, does
not support tuning strategies for combinations of approximations, and does not support run-time adaptation.
Petabricks uses heuristic search to select among multiple
user-provided versions of an algorithm with varying accuracy [4, 6, 16]. It requires developers to rewrite programs in
the Petabricks programming language to provide alternate
algorithm implementations, does not offer built-in, generic
approximation options such as reduced precision, and does
not support run-time approximation choices.
Dynamic Approximation Tuning: Many systems have
supported approximation changes at run-time on CPU [9, 26,
27] and GPU [23, 54, 55]. These systems 1) do not target heterogeneous systems beyond GPUs, and 2) do not support efficient tuning for combining multiple kinds of approximations.
Model Optimizations for DNNs. Deep Compression [21]
uses pruning, quantization, and compression to reduce model
size (as much as 49x for VGG-16). However, pruning introduces sparsity in the computation which limits performance
gains, and can even lead to slowdowns on GPUs [44, 61, 65].
To make sparse tensor computation efficient, researchers
proposed software and architectural techniques [20, 25, 38,
44, 51, 64]. ApproxTuner does not reduce model size, but

optimizes various tensor operator approximations, yielding significant speedups. Our preliminary study (Section 8)
shows that there is potential for combining perforation and
sampling with pruned models to have both model size and
performance improvements. Our work is also complementary to systems that automatically generate implementations
for low-precision quantized tensor computations [15, 19].
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Conclusion

We proposed ApproxTuner, a compiler and runtime system
that uses a 3-phase tuning approach including developmenttime, install-time, and runtime tuning. ApproxTuner uses
performance and accuracy prediction heuristics to tune the
program at development-time and generates a tradeoff curve,
it refines this tradeoff curve with performance measurements and hardware-specific approximations at install-time,
and uses this tradeoff curve at runtime to switch configurations efficiently in response to changing runtime conditions.
Across 11 benchmarks, ApproxTuner delivers a geometric
mean performance improvement of 2.1x on the GPU, and 1.3x
on the CPU, with only 1 percentage point drop in accuracy.
Dynamic tuning capabilities allow ApproxTuner to adapt
application performance to changing run-time conditions.
Overall, ApproxTuner provides a generic approximationtuning framework that is extensible to a wide range of software and hardware approximations, for important application domains such as neural networks and image processing.
Our future work includes extending ApproxTuner to other
domains and applying it with an even broader of algorithmic
optimizations.
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